We analytically show that a new type of operator, atomic state amplification operator, can be defined that probabilistically amplifies a coherent atomic state without introducing noise to the state. We show that this is because of entanglement among atoms in an ensemble. Based on this result, we introduce and study a scheme to realize conditional noiseless amplification of coherent optical states. Our scheme requires small amount of resources compared to previous schemes for probabilistic optical state amplification. The scheme consists of an atomic ensemble of Λ-level interacting with two pumping lasers and a weak incident coherent state. The amplification is realized by implementing quantum light storage of the weak coherent state followed by detection of multiple Raman scattered photons conditionally projecting the coherent state into an amplified state upon retrieval.
I. INTRODUCTION
Study of noise processes in quantum systems is key to understanding and controlling quantum information processing [1] . The no-cloning theorem [2] implies the impossibility of deterministic signal amplification without amplifying the corresponding noise [3, 4] . Probabilistic amplifiers [4] , on the other hand, are allowed in quantum mechanics, in principle, leading to conditional amplification of quantum states without noise addition. In optics, probabilistic noiseless linear amplification (NLA) have been theoretically proposed [5, 6] and experimentally realized for weak coherent states of light |α > to |gα > [7, 8] . In simple terms, implementing aa † operations to a weak coherent state, approximately written as |α = |0 > +α|1 >, can realize NLA, where a and a † are annihilation and creation operator, respectively. Experimentally, a † process, can be realized by seeding a nonlinear crystal with the coherent state undergoing spontaneous parametric down conversion in the crystal. Detection of an idler photon at the output of the crystal conditions the photon addition process. Subsequent subtraction of a single photon using a low-reflective beam splitter heralds the annihilation process. Mathematically,
Here, we propose a scheme for an optical state probabilistic amplification by controlling atomic spin excitations carrying optical information. We show that such memory-based amplification scheme enables transduction and amplification of quantum optical information, * mh@purdue.edu s and ss processes are on the right, and left respectively. When pumping laser comes into the system, one of the atoms is excited to |e , and then it will decay to |s via spontaneous decay with emitting a stokes photon. This process corresponds to a † operation to the optical field trapped inside the system. Same thing happens to the ss process on the left with detecting anti-stokes photon. This process corresponds to a operation to the optical field.
essential for future quantum communication network [9] [10] [11] . Combining the measurement induced nonlinearity and linear atomic memory, the interactions lead to quantum information storage [12] and entanglement purification [13] [14] [15] enabling quantum repeaters [16] [17] [18] , entanglement distribution [19] and quantum key distribution [11, 20] .
Faithful storage of quantum optical states in atomic media has been achieved relying on different storage mechanisms including electromagnetically induced transparency(EIT) [21, 22] , off-resonance Raman [23] controlled reversed inhomogeneous broadening [24] [25] [26] . When a weak coherent optical state, i.e. |α = |0 + α|1 , is stored as atomic spin excitation, the optical coherence is mapped to the atomic coherence between the ground state and a meta-stable state. In the case of Λ-level atom shown in Fig.1 , the atomic spin excitation after storage can be written as |g + α|s . In other words, the stored information takes the form of a coherent superposition of atomic ground states and single collectively excited atomic state with relative probability amplitude α. The mapping of the atomic excitation to optical excitation is ensured by reversibility of the storage protocol. For the rest of this paper, we assume that reversible mapping from optical to atomic states is achievable and we only focus on describing the amplification process of the atomic excitations as analogue of optical amplification. Given a general coherent atomic state, |Ψ = |φ 1 + |φ 2 , and an amplification operatorÂ. The final conditionally amplified state (unnormalized) is given by:
where G is the gain of the amplification process. In our case, the amplified atomic state (unnormalized) is |g +Gα|s , and the operator is defined asÂ = s s s † s . This is analogous to an optical state amplification in Eq.1. The atomic state amplification is heralded by detection of two Raman scattered photons, Stokes and anti-Stokes photons. The Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are generated through a spontaneous Raman process as shown in Fig. 1 . Based on these processes, a protocol for entanglement distribution has been proposed by DLCZ [19] and successfully implemented for four local ensemble of atoms [27] . Moreover, quantum memory-based Raman scattered photon sources have been successfully demonstrated for 100s of modes [28, 29] paving the way for future quantum networks.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In section II, we will discuss the amplification operator and its properties. In section III, we will show how we can realize the amplification process. We discuss the basic processes involved in our scheme, and provide the proof of probabilistical amplification of quantum states based on three dimensional theory for light and atomic ensemble interaction [30] . At the end of this section, we discuss noise and fidelity of amplification process. Section IV concludes discussions.
II. AMPLIFICATION OPERATOR
One of the core ideas of this paper is to introduce the atomic amplification operator. First, we will show a simple picture of amplification. Second, we will explore the mechanism of amplification by looking at entanglement among collective quantum states. At the end of this section, we will discuss multiple amplification processes. 
) .
A. Atomic Amplification Operator, ss †
We consider an ensemble of N a three-level atoms (Λ system) as shown in Fig.1 . |g represents the ground state, and |s is the meta-stable state of the system. The state |e is the excited state via which atoms are transferred between |g and |s . The collective atomic states can be written as
where g i and s i (i = 1, 2, ..., N a ) belong to ith atom. The collective atomic excitation, |s >, is an entangled state shared between all atoms. We adopt second-quantized atomic hamiltonian formalism presented in [31] to define transition operators between the two energy levels as
which describes lowering any ith atom from |s to |g state. We denote its conjugate as s † s , which is responsible for raising any i-th atom from |g to |s state. We note that here |s i is part of transition operators of the i-th atom that belongs to a subspace of the Hilbert space and only acts on the i-th atoms. However, |s i is one of basis of the total Hilbert space indicating that only i-th atom is excited and the others are in the ground state. In this way, we construct an amplification operator similar to an optical amplification operator, aa † , which is s s s † s .
Suppose that there is a quantum state of a three-level system with N a atoms, |Ψ , such that it is a collective superposition of the ground and metastable states, |Ψ = |g + |s . After we apply the amplification operator, we get
where b is a normalization constant. For a single operation of the amplification process, the gain factor 2(1− 1 Na ) reaches its maximum value in the limit of N a >> 1. This can be interpreted as recovering the result of optical case as in Eq.1 when N a → ∞. Thus, the factor, 1 − 1 Na , can be understood as a result of finiteness of the system. So, from Eq.5, we define the operator s s s † s as the amplification operator of atomic state. To see how the amplification works, lets consider dynamics of the collective state |s consists of N a atoms. (Fig.2) In the case of two excitations, state |s i s j represents the ith and jth atoms excited to the metastable state while other atoms are in the ground state. The state |s is a superposition of |s i (single collective excitation) as in Eq.3. When the operator s † s acts on the state |s , the probability corresponding to eigenstate of the final state, |s i s j , increases by a factor of two compared to other eigenstates. Although the path to get to |s i s j is different when s † s is applied to |s i or |s j , the amplitude of |s i s j term is doubled. This is how the amplification happens and is clearly probabilistic. It is significant to note that this amplification only happens when the amplification operator is applied to an entangled state, in this example, |s >. For atoms initially in |g >, when the operator is applied to |g >, the end result is |g > again.
B. Multiple Amplification Processes
In this part, we construct two types of basic amplification operators to have multiple amplification processes. The first process, type-I, is to repeat the amplification process discussed in the previous section n times, i.e. (s s s † s )
n . The second process, type-II, is to repeat (s † s ) n first, and s n s second. Here, we should be careful that s s and s † s do not commute since different orders of operators results in different coefficients. Thus, we expect the result of these two operations to be different. We will look at the case of an initial state, |Ψ = A(|g a + α|s a ), where A is a normalization constant. For the type-I amplification, from the previous section, we have 
n process still survives.
where Θ 1 is a normalization constant. For the type-II amplification, we have
where Θ 2 is a normalization constant with a common factor.
The probability of finding |s is plotted in Fig. 3 for both type-I and type-II amplification processes. In the figure, α is the initial coherent amplitude of |s > in |Ψ . As we will see in the later sections, this state is our main target, when α n , a part of quantum amplitude is transferred to |g >.
III. EXAMINATIONS OF PROBABILISTIC AMPLIFICATION OF A QUANTUM STATE
We now describe the model and basic processes needed for amplification and then write the Hamiltonian for each process resulting in s s and s † s operation. Then, we show amplification of a coherent state.
A.
Model and basic amplification processes
We consider a multimode system constructed of an atomic ensemble in a free-space, where we ignore interaction among the atoms. This generic model can be used to describe the system of atoms in the cavity by reducing the number of optical modes to one. Our analysis handles multi-modes of photon emissions and takes into account the coupling of the atoms to infinite modes of the vacuum.
The atomic ensemble consists of N a Λ-level atoms experimentally realized by, for example, two hyperfine level of the alkali atoms' ground state interacting with one of the excited states via two optical transitions (Fig.1) . We consider an atomic state in a coherent superposition of the |g and |s state, i.e. |Ψ c = A(|g a +α|s a )⊗|0 g |0 s as an initial state, where |g = |g 1 g 2 . . . g Na represents all atoms in the ground state, and |s = Na i 1/ √ N a |s i represents ith atom is in the |s state, while others are in the ground state. The coefficient A is the normalization constant and α is the amplitude of atomic coherent state. The atomic state in this form can be created after an optical coherent state with amplitude α is mapped to the atomic state initially prepared in |g . We assume the coherent state amplitude is much smaller than one, ensuring negligible contribution from the higher order terms. The Raman scattered photons are described in the number basis where |0 g,s is the vacuum optical number state associated with transitions |g to |s and |s to |g . The operation of s † s and s s processes are experimentally realized by weak pumping lasers addressing |g → |s (write pump) and |s → |g (read pump), respectively. The two read and write pumping processes is controlled by time, power and detuning of the lasers from the excited state. Detection of an scattered Stokes photon in the mode of initial coherent state registers creation of a collective excitation mode matched to the stored coherent atomic spins. Subsequently driving the system with a read pump light, can result in emission of an anti-Stokes photon completing the amplification process. The Stokes and anti-Stokes processes of this kind have been proposed to create quantum repeater networks [19] and efficient generation of photon pairs in this way has been realized using both room temperature atoms [32] and cold atoms in optical cavities [33] . The emitted Stokes photon is entangled with collective excitations of the atoms reversibly mapped to an antiStokes photon. We characterize the atomic transitions and photon emissions by atomic transition operators Eq.4 and optical annihilation and creation operators as follows:
where a k is the plane wave mode with the wave vector k which satisfies [a k , a k ] = δ(k − k ), and f * k is the normalized signal mode function defined explicitly in the next section.
1 (1: Most of notations in this paper follows the same ones in [30] ) The creation operator is conjugate of a s .
B. Raman Interaction Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian giving rise to the Stokes photon creation, s † s process [30] , is given by
where ∆ = ω eg − ω w is detuning, and ω eg = ω e − ω g is the frequency difference between the ground and excited atomic levels. σ i µν = |µ i ν| (µ, ν = g, e, s) are the transition operators of i-th atom. r i is the coordinate of the i-th atom. g eg , g k se are the coupling coefficients that are proportional to the dipole moments of the corresponding transitions. For the process |g to |e , we adopt the semiclassical field Hamiltonian. However, we use a quantized field Hamiltonian to describe spontaneous decay for the process |e to |s . The Hamiltonian for s s process can be predicted using the symmetry of the Λ transition. Hence,
The angular frequencies ω w and ω r are the frequency of write and read pumping lasers, respectively. We have transformed Eq.10 into Eq.11 with s → g and g → s, and corresponding frequency. After applying adiabatic elimination and phase rotation to the above Hamiltonians we obtain the effective Hamiltonians as:
where ∆ω sk = ω k − ω w + ω sg and ∆ω gk = ω k − ω r − ω sg . Moreover, ∆k w = k − k w z and ∆k r = k − k r z, where z is the unit vector in z direction. In these Hamiltonians the annihilation and creation operators are defined as follows,
theory relying on the fact that the amplitude of a pumping laser, u(r i , τ ), is short and weak and terms with higher order photon numbers are negligible.
From the above results, we can say that p c and p d are success probability of s † s and s s processes.
C. Probabilistic Amplification
By an explicit calculation of Eq.17, we find the final state as
where C is the normalization constant of |Ψ ef f sss † s
, and c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 are the normalization constant of each part of the quantum state. The operator a † i |0 i (i = g, s) describes the spontaneously emitted Raman photon. The probability of obtaining an amplified state after the procedure is proportional to p c p d as expected from Eq.17. Although the success probability of amplification scales with p c p d , the optimum values of p c and p d are determined by amount of noise that can be tolerated. In the next section, we will discuss the optimum regime of amplification taking into account the loss and fidelity of the process.
IV. FIDELITY
The fidelity of the amplification process is defined as:
where ρ sss † s is the density matrix after s s and s † s processes are performed, which is different from the density matrix of the effective wave functions of Eq.17. The density matrix ρ sss † s is calculated by applying the second order perturbation. As seen in the next section, ρ sss † s contains noise/loss terms causing the fidelity to deviate from unity. The sources of loss and noise in the amplification process are spontaneous emission loss, and mode mis-matching loss introduced in [30] . Spontaneous emission loss represents probability of not detecting a photon in mode a s even when an atomic is created in the mode s s . Similarly, the mode mis-matching loss represents probability of not creating an atomic excitation in the mode s s even when a photon is detected in the mode a s . To this end, we assume unity detection efficiency and only account for fundamental loss processes in the system. |Ψ amp and |Ψ amp a are amplified states and its atomic counterpart such that
and
where c 4 is a normalization constant. We note that the fidelity calculated in (19) is a conditional fidelity. Here, "conditional" means the case when two photons are detected. In other words, the conditional fidelity means that fidelity between quantum states, in our case |Ψ amp and ρ sss † s , when two photon emission happens and they are detected. So, the numerator is taking the trace of amplified states as two photons are emitted. Then, the denominator is a conditional normalization. The conditional normalization means that we normalize the part of the density matrix only related to two photon emissions.
In order to evaluate these, below we first calculate
where
The final state |Ψ ef f sss † s is defined in Eq.18. The coefficients p i (i = c, 2) represent normalization constants. The state corresponding to "bad" probability p 2 is provided in [30] , Eq. (16) . This is also given in [30] . Here ρ j (j = m, l, p, q) is a tensor product of atomic density matrix and optical density matrix. Since we are considering two consecutive processes, optical density matrix is for noise of the s s process not including a s . Their explicit forms are shown in the next part. The various noise processes during different stages of the amplification contribute to the degradation of the fidelity. We note that in writing Eqs.25&26, we have ignored several terms and some normalization constants as they do not contribute to the fidelity calculation.
B.
Analytic expression of fidelity
The final expression for fidelity can be derived from Eqs.19, Eq.20 ,Eq.22, and Eq.26 as
In addition, 
ρ g opt has exactly the same form as Eq.31 except corresponding parameters, for instance, but not limited to ∆ω gk , ∆k r , ∆k r , and u g (r i , τ 1 ).
The above expression of fidelity (28) is an approximated form of fidelity assuming α 1, and p i 1, (i = c, d, 2).In order to obtain amplification with high fidelity, the coherent state amplitude should be small α 1, as well as p c , p d , p 2 , χ s , and χ g . High fidelity amplification can only be achieved with low probability, consistent
